Dragon Naturally Speaking

My name is Missy Moora and I’m with the Brazos Valley Center for independent living and I am going to be demonstrating dragon naturally speaking, speech recognition software.

This software requires a headset so you’ll need to put one on. And we are going to click the little microphone link up here at the top of the software. “Open Microsoft Word. This is dragon naturally speaking (comma) speech recognition software that turns your voice into text three times faster than typing with 99% accuracy(period). Bold three times faster. Under line 99% accuracy. New paragraph. Dragon makes it easier for anyone to use a computer (period). Students can complete their homework assignments faster than ever before (period). Busy parents can coordinate schedules (comma) manage email (comma) update their Facebook and twitter accounts – all by voice (explanation point)!”

You can use your voice to command your computer to do any kind of function open different accounts and different software programs and the internet. “Open internet explorer. Go to address. www.yahoo.com click go”.

Dragon can be used by just about anyone. It’s helpful for people who may have problems typing that may have a physical disability and can’t really use a type writer, so it uses their voice to do commands to open various applications and do different projects on the computer.